
 
Eesti Mootorrattaspordi  

Foderatsioon  

 

Hard Enduro Tallinn “HELLINN 2017” 

 

16. July 2017 
 
 
 
Time of competition  

16. July 2017  

 
Place of competition 

Võerdla, Jõelähtme vald Estonia  

59°27'57.58"N  25° 1’45.35"E  

 

Organization 

 Organizer  Redmoto RC Estonia 

    Peeter Lääts tel. +372 5014040 

    Rene Jerbach tel. +372 55566666 

 

 Timekeeper  Margus Värton tel. +372 516 2501 

 Medical officer Medical Service Estonian tel. +372 51 935 434 

 Jury president Veiko Biene tel. +372 5622 9338 

  

Timetable for Sunday, 16.07.2017 

 Registration for the Race  09:00 – 11:00 

 Technical control  09:00 – 11:00 

 Riders meeting  11:15 

 Start of the Race  12:00 

 

Competition classes 

 Gold (no helpers on track) 

 Silver (40+, possibility to use helpers on track) 

 Bronze (possibility to use helpers on track) 

 Trial 

 

Pre-registration 

http://www.msport.ee 

PRE-REGISTRATION IS AVAILABLE until 14.07.2017 at 20:00. 

Participation fee: 30€ 

Competitors without pre-registration have to pay an additional fee of 10€. 

 

Track 

 1 lap, approximately 3 km in length.  

 Track is marked with signs and ribbon.  

 Track is 60% uphill/downhill 



  

Race 

 The competition starts with a mass start in four waves:  

1. Gold 

2. Silver 

3. Bronze 

4. Trial 

All competition classes run on the same track. The competition takes 1.5 hours. 

The winner is the competitor, who has completed the most laps during the given 

time. After 1.5 hours, the finish will be opened.  

On every lap each competitor can pass through the maintenance area, for 

maintenance, repair, rest or refueling. NB! It is mandatory to move at the walking 

speed in the maintenance area, speeders will be removed from the race. 

Intentional non-compliance with the race track by the competitor will result in the 

cancellation of the race result. In case of leaving the race track by mistake, the 

competitor must re-enter the race track in the same point. 

 

 

Additional info 

Only competitors, judges and official helpers are allowed to be on the track.  

Only competitors in classes Silver and Bronze are allowed to use assistance from 

official helpers.  

Official helpers have to be registered, ropes and other resources are NOT provided 

by the organizers.  

 

Technical info 

 Race bike does not have to be road-legal.  

Race bike has to be in technically good condition: no oil leaks, no unsafe broken 

plastics or other details.  

Race bike cannot be hazardous to competitors in any way.  

If the race bike becomes hazardous during the race, the judges can remove the 

competitor from the race.  

The competitor must have a valid helmet, suitable boots and chest / back protector.  

The competitor must have a racing number on the bike (front and on both sides). 

Organizers suggest having a pulling strap in the front of the bike.  

 

 

WELCOME TO THE FIRST HARD ENDURO IN ESTONIA  


